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Change requests received from PILs, NRW and WPD (Environmental and Technical) 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

CHANGE REQUESTS RECEIVED AND INCLUDED IN DRAFT ES FOR STATUTORY CONSULTATION 

1 
WPD Environmental request to repositioning of 

angle position 8 to the southwest to avoid 
mature tree 

Realignment will ensure protection 
of existing mature tree 

Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Accept 

2 

WPD Environmental request for realignment of 
pole 28 to west to cut through existing gap 
between trees and hedgerow. Inclusion of 
an additional angle to the north to avoid 
crossing and mature hedgerow  

Realignment will ensure protection 
of  trees and hedgerow 

Realignment will reduce visual impact 
on Gwynfryn house 

No objection Accept 

3 

WPD Environmental request for realignment of 
centre line to run approx. 25m south of 
mature ash. 
Previous angle position 55 moved south to 
field boundary and all inters between 44 
and 55 moved south accordingly to 
accommodate change. 

Realignment will ensure protection 
of an ash tree. 

Realignment will reduce visual impact 
on standing stones and residential 
property. 

No objection Accept 

4 

WPD Environmental request for realignment of 
poles to the east to follow existing contours 
and reduce impacts on existing 
trees/hedgerow 

Further assessment required to 
determine most suitable area to cut 
through trees  

Realignment to follow existing 
contours will reduce L&V impact. 

No objection Accept 

5 
WPD Environmental request for relocation of 

termination pole to south west to avoid tree 
removal 

Realignment will ensure protection 
of trees and reduce impacts on 
RPZs 

Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Accept 

6 

WPD Environmental request to consider 
underground realignment through valley to 
avoid RPZ in highway and reposition Pole 
1 to avoid mature trees 

Realignment will ensure protection 
of mature trees and hedgerow on 
highway edge  

Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Accept 

7 

WPD Environmental request for repositioning of 
Pole 1 to the west to avoid mature trees 

Relocation would protect existing 
trees 

Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Declined, original 
location provides 
cut between trees 
for route to pass 

8 

WPD. Linked 
with CR26 

Environmental request for repositioning of 
Pole 9 to the north to accommodate 
realignment of route to the east. 

 Distance from nearest residential 
property increased due to 
realignment 

Realignment will 
avoid standing 
stone in adjacent 
field  

Accept 

9 

WPD Environmental request for realignment to 
the east to follow lower elevation and 
relocation of Pole 29 out of 
marshland/stream  

Relocation of Pole 29 will avoid 
stream 

Following a lower elevation will 
reduce L&V impacts 

No objection Accept 

10 
WPD. Linked 
with CR27 and 
CR37 

Environmental request for realignment to 
the west of Allt Y Pawnen ridge 

Further assessment required to 
consider ecological value of valley to 
west of ridge 

Realignment to the west of the ridge 
would reduce L&V impacts but may 
require tree removal 

No objection Accept 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

11 
WPD. Linked 
with CR37 

Environmental request for realignment of 
Pole 44 to the southeast to avoid area of 
peatland 

Realignment will ensure avoidance 
of peatland which is of ecological 
value 

L&V impacts on residential properties 
at western end of Llwynreos not 
increased. 

No objection Accept 

12 

WPD. Linked 
with CR28 

Environmental request for repositioning of 
Poles 70 and 71 to follow existing 
hedgerow and increase distance from 
Penwaun Farm 

 Realigned route following the existing 
hedgerow and increasing the 
distance from the residential property 
(from 70m to 110m)  is positive and 
will reduce L&V impacts  

No objection Accept 

Change Requests 13-24 concerned the connection between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm 

25 

WPD Environmental request for realignment to 
follow sparser corridor of woodland and 
moved south east of Pole 5 to avoid an 
oak tree. 

Realignment will reduce tree loss 
and protect mature trees 

Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Accept 

26 

WPD Linked 
with CR8 

Environmental request for realignment to 
east to avoid high value trees, some lower 
quality trees will require coppicing.  

Realignment will avoid high quality 
trees. 

High quality trees will be avoided but 
impacts on standing stone increased 
which has value to the setting. 

No objection Accept, subject to 
check in relation 
to value/ 
designation of  
standing stone 

27 

WPD Linked 
with CR10 and 
CR37 

Environmental request for realignment to 
west, from Pole 32 heading north west to 
angle position located to the west of Pole 
34 

Realignment will reduce tree loss Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Accept 

28 

WPD Environmental request for relocation of 
Pole 73 to the north east to avoid two oak 
trees of visual importance. Group of trees 
between Poles 78 and 79 should be 
avoided. 

Realignment will protect the two oak 
trees 

Retaining the two oak trees will 
reduce L&V impacts 

No objection Accept re-
alignment  to 
retain two oaks 
Re-alignment to 
avoid group of 
trees at northern 
end (within 60m) 

29 
WPD Linked 
with CR35 

Environmental request for realignment to 
follow mark-up plan but incorporate CR35 
amendments and start west of Pole 85 

Realignment will protect trees and 
hedgerow  

Retaining trees and hedgerow will 
reduce L&V impacts 

No objection Accept 

Change Requests 30-34 concerned the connection between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm 

35 

WPD Linked 
with CR29 

Environmental request for alignment to be 
amended to incorporate the changes as 
illustrated on the mark up provided.  
 

Revised route would avoid high 
quality marshland (with potential 
Fritillary habitat) and ancient 
woodland 

Retaining trees will reduce L&V 
impacts 

No objection Accept 

Change Request 36 concerned the connection between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm 

37 

WPD Linked 
with CR10 

Environmental request for new alignment 
to pass over the valuable marsh land with 
pole positions located in 
the areas numbered 1, 2 and 4 on the 
aerial photography 

Bog area identified as area of high 
nature conservation value. Removal 
of trees at location 2 and avoidance 
of bog will have beneficial effects 

Removal of pine trees will have 
hydrological benefits  

No objection Accept 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

Change Requests 38-42 concerned the connection between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm 

CHANGE REQUESTS RECEIVED AFTER PREPARATION OF DRAFT ES FOR STATUTORY CONSULTATION 

42 

Evans. Linked 
with CR82 and 
89 

Request to remove angle pole 116, and 
straighter line through the land effects 112-
18. Can be accommodated using thicker 
single poles changing from angle to inter 

Accepted but check proximity to 
trees as a result of amended 
alignment.  May require survey 
although trees appear small 

Queried effect on trees but trees 
appear small 

Standing stone to 
the north but 
outside influencing 
distance of change 
request 

Accept 

Change Requests 43–44 concerned the connection between Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm 

45 
Davies Relocate pole 45 to edge of field boundary No issue providing realignment 

adjacent to hedgerow 
No objection No objection Accept 

46 

Griffiths Relocate Pole 11 to boundary, would lose 
pole 10 but need a twin pole at 12 and 13 
to enable singles to continue. No stays 
though, straight line 

No issue providing realignment 
adjacent to hedgerow 

No objection No objection Accept 

47 

Bussell.  Request is to 55 move to hedgeline. Will 
require stouter poles and taller but this 
would be to get over existing asset not as 
a result of CR 

No objection Preference for stout rather than twin No objection Accept 

48 

Bussell.  Request is to move 57 to hedgeline. Will 
require stouter poles and taller but this 
would be to get over existing asset not as 
a result of CR 

No objection As above No objection Accept 

49 

Kilkelly Request is to move poles to field 
boundaries.  Poles 174 onwards.  Two 
options A and B both which would 
introduce twin poles 

No real preference, either option 
would need additional survey 

B option is more zig zag but no real 
preference 

No objection Accept 

50 
Kilkelly. As 
CR49 

   No objection Accept 

51 
Thomas Request to avoid land drains which can be 

accommodated.  
No objection No objection No objection  

52 

Hughes  Request is to move Pole 50 closer to 
hedge.  Very slight change to alignment 
can be accommodated.  Detailed design 
has found that this angle should be twin 

No objection No objection No objection Accept 

53 

Jones, see 
CR95 

Request is to move alignment to other side 
of farm.  Change can be accommodated 
but would require extra pole between 79 
and 80 and nonstandard or twin poles.  
Twin pole definitely for pole 76 

Change would move previous 
alignment further away from existing 
individual trees so supported 

Change reflects what discussed on 
site, keep with single pole design 
even if requires additional pole 

Farm is of historic 
significance, 
however lots of 
modern stuff 
around it and 
move would be 
further away.   

Accept 

54 Repeat of CR52     Accept 

55 Repeat of CR53     Accept 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

56 

South wales 
Trunk Road 
Agency 

Request made at meeting with WPD to 
move pole 73 further north. 
 
Possible to move it away from the A48 

No objection Pole still screened by vegetation No objection Accept 

57 
Griffiths.  Cannot move pole 23 closer to hedge 

because of 440kv line 
No objection No objection No objection Decline 

58 
Kilvert Movement of pole 24  to edge of boundary 

can be accommodated, cannot move to 
other side of hedge due to 440kv 

Issues of stays and hedges, not 
preference but no big concern 

As ecology No objection Accept move 
closer to hedge 

59 
Doyle Request states that land will be split by the 

access track to OHL.  Access revised to 
accompany change request 

Will require hedgerow management Ok but understand there may be only 
minimal lopping 

No objection Accept 

60 

Morris Request concerns Poles 67-68. Poles 67 
and 66 can come closer to hedge as non- 
standard single poles, 68 cannot come 
closer because of gas main, therefore 
slight improvement.  Better to move the 
pole onto Morris land (73) for ease of 
access. 

No objection Looking back from pole 75 poles as 
single look good 

No objection Poles 73 is ok to 
move the Move 
5m north  

61 

Thomas Request requires poles on hedges requires 
a change to twin poles. 

Acceptable as long as not in hedge Clear preference for keeping single 
poles, clash visually with existing 
turbine and in an area cut by 
relatively busy roads.  Also area 
slightly elevated 

No objection Accept accepting 
H poles which 
would also 
enable loss of 
pole 45 

62 
Ebsworth Request concerns regarding possible 

oversail of pond. Checked and alignment 
does not oversail 

No objection No objection No objection No movement 
required. 

63 

Evans All linked requests.  148 and 149 stay as 
is, 148 cannot move as proximity to 
watercourse and is very wet 

No objection No objection No objection Can be 
accommodated to 
a certain extent, 
but need to keep 
off hedge 

64 

Evans All linked requests.  Move Poles 152-153.  
Pole 152 has biggest impact on farm.  
 
152 can be moved to boundary. 

Accept, with technical, keep out of 
wet ground 

No objection No objection Cannot move any 
closer technically 
to the stream 

65 
Evans All linked requests.  148 and 149 stay as 

is, 148 cannot move as proximity to 
watercourse and is very wet 

Accept, with technical, keep out of 
wet ground 

No objection No objection  

66 

Evans Underground the whole line. Request to 
underground section across landowners’ 
fields would increase cost of connection 
and require terminal poles at either end. 

No objection PLCA not identified as requiring 
mitigation in the form of 
undergrounding 

No objection.  
Possibility for 
unknown 
archaeology could 
be covered by WSI 

Decline 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

67 

Richards  Request to move pole 4 to edge of field on 
same alignment.  Movement would affect 
alignment to the north 

Badger sett nearby and need to 
resurvey trees in woodland as 
change in alignment.  Previous 
alignment rev D was selected as 
best option through the wood 

Preference to keep in present 
location due to lower impact on wood 

No objection Decline 

68 

Patten  Request to underground 124-125. 
Technically such a short stretch would be 
possible but inconvenient 

Not necessary for ecology LVIA consider not serious concern No objection.  
Possibility for 
unknown 
archaeology could 
be covered by WSI 

Decline 

69 

Boucher Request to move 168 due to stays and for 
other poles to go to hedgelines can be 
accommodated but will need 50/50 single 
and twin poles. Therefore another 
alternative is to keep with single, improving 
the situation particularly first couple of 
fields and 168 angle but not 
accommodating full demand (albeit that 
169 is now the angle which will be in 
landowner to north). To achieve a neater 
effect, require addition of a pole 

OK providing no effect upon trees Prefer to minimise twin poles No objection Where feasible 
poles moved 
alongside field 
boundaries. 
Movement of 
168, 169 
becomes the 
angle. 

70 

Sharp 
 

There is a possible route from the east. No objection No objection No objection Accept, access to 
avoid stream and 
come from the 
east. 

71 

Owens  Request concerns poles 134-138 to be 
moved along boundaries and is linked with 
CR 72.  138 could be moved to north along 
boundary of field 137 moved east to 
hedgeline. 

No objection PROW nearby therefore would prefer 
not to have twin pole 

No objection Accept to go with 
138 in corner with 
poles running 
south staying as 
single poles, on 
similar alignment, 
i.e. not on field 
boundaries 

72 
Bagshaw  Request is to move poles 132 and 133 

closer to hedgeline. Field is too big to 
move poles to edges even with twin pole 

No objection, if technically feasible Would prefer single pole and not to 
have additional poles  

No objection Not able to 
accommodate 
request 

73 
Evans Request states there is a gas pipeline in 

area of pole 25. Move 24-26 to edge of 
hedge to remove angle  

No objection to pole changes No objection No objection, 
better as long as 
not in hedge 

Accept. 

74 
Evans Request for poles to be placed in hedge.  

Move 41 but not 42 because too large a 
span 

No objection No objection No objection Accept to 41 but 
keep 42 as per 
rev D 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

75 

Dufty  Request is linked with CR69.  States that 
stays of 163 may be in farm track, to 
beware of oak trees and the line be 
underground.  Stays will not fall into farm 
track if relocated which will also enable 
greater clearance to trees 

No objection No objection No objection Accept but needs 
to have additional 
pole included. 

76 

Davies  Request to underground or if not move 
pole 147 closer to hedge boundary.  
Undergrounding a short section would be 
technically possible.  Pole cannot be 
moved any closer to northern boundary 

Would not want pole within hedge Slight reservation as relocated 147 
would move up slope 

No objection Decline.  Pole 
147 now 146. 

77 

Miles Request that line underground and to 
move 145 to hedge.  Access to 139 not 
possible over river. 
Possible to move 145 to north and to field 
boundary.  Access to pole locations can be 
changed to avoid river, as per CR70 

Movement of 145 to field boundary 
would worsen effect upon property 
to west 

Movement may increase visibility to 
occupiers of the cottage to the north 
west 

Cottage is a 
historic building at 
least 220 years old 
but not listed 

Decline request 
to move 145 
north.  Access to 
come from east. 

78 

Miles  Request to underground, if not place poles 
on hedgelines, on access preferable to go 
through the farmyard. 
 
Poles 141 and 142 moved to field 
boundaries 

No objection providing hedges not 
affected by move. 

No objection No objection Accept some of 
request poles, 
now 139 and 140 
moved to 
boundaries, 
access revised. 

79 

Jones  Request to move Pole 86 south and 
increase the undergrounding to it. 
 
Achievable to underground but issue of 
clash with existing assets 

Badger sett in hedge to south so 
would require licence if 86 moved 
too far south 

No issue with existing location but 
acceptable for it to be moved back 

No objection Accept to move 
back 
approximately 
25m towards the 
south albeit not 
as far as 
requested by CR 

80 

Davies  Move 155 north to take line further away 
from property 

No objection to movement providing 
no direct effect on hedgeline 

Revised alignment resulting from 
move may affect more/different trees 

No objection Cannot 
accommodate 
CR but 155 
moved slightly 
north albeit 
changed to twin 
pole 

81 

Jones  Request to move Poles 8 and 9 to field 
boundary. 
 
Would need another single pole. Poles can 
be placed in hedge also issue of existing 
assets. 

Preference to move away from 
woodland rather than lower to 
protect trees 

As per landscape As per landscape Poles 8 and 9 to 
be moved to field 
boundary, 
although not 
closer to 
woodland 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

82 

Llanegwad Request re Poles 109-112.  
Realignment to follow field boundaries can 
be done. 

Would not want to see stays in 
adjoining field - Phase 1 suggests 
marshy grassland 

No objection No objection Accept with a 
move to corner, 
not to extent as 
requested 
however 

83 

Bowen  Request to move Pole 37 away from field 
boundary to enable machinery around the 
back. 
Pole can be moved as per request, part of 
wider realignment to straighten route.   

Acceptable to be moving away from 
hedge 

No objection Pole 34 and 
possible revised 
34R close to 
conjectured roman 
road 

Accept 

84 

Evans  Request to remove angle 101 from centre 
of field and to straighten alignment. 
 
Move angle from 101 to 100 at edge of 
field 

No objection  No objection  No objection Accept, pole 99 
(former 100) now 
form angle along 
field boundary 

85 Evans  As above No objection No objection No objection As above 

86 

James.  Requests states that land is used for 
shooting, there are also land drains. 
 
Pole can be moved but would affect 
alignment north and south 

No objection Current alignment is lower lying than 
CR requirement and goes further 
away from farm.  Preference to 
keeping to lower level. 

Preference for Rev 
D alignment due to 
landscape 
(historic) effects 

Accept. Poles 
moved to the 
eastern edge of 
the field 

87 

Phillips  Landowner mark-up will still require a pole 
in a field it would kink line and add another 
angle.  Suggestion is to move 95 and 96 to 
edge of field with 92 and 95 as twin poles 
to enable them to go to field boundaries. 
94 to be lost 

No objection to either option Slight preference to stick with a single 
pole at 96, i.e. technical preferred 
option. No objection to twin poles 
given landscape quality and relative 
remoteness 

Historic building 
located in farm 
complex to west 

Accept, poles, 
now 94 and 95 
moved to 
alongside field 
boundaries. 

88 Phillips  Dealt with as part of CR87     

89 

Howells  Request to move poles 118, 119, 120, 121 
etc. to alignment along hedge line can be 
accommodated but will require 118 
becoming a twin angle. 121 also to 
become angled twin to enable poles along 
hedgeline 

No objection, trees alongside line at 
122 are unlikely to be affected 
subject to review of LOD 

Revised alignment would come closer 
but would be slightly lower, when 
viewed from the property.  Property 
owner is asking for this move in the 
CR 

No heritage 
receptors in the 
area, No objection 

Accept  

90 

Jones  Request to keep Pole 104 to boundary. 
 
Potential knock on from CR82 - re pole 
102 

No objection No objection Standing stone, so 
prefer Rev D 
alignment or 
further to 
south/east 

Accept, pole 105, 
now 104 moved 
to field boundary.  
Field too wide to 
enable 104, now 
103 to be moved 
to boundary. 

91 

WPD Environmental request to protect trees. 
OHL south of Abergwili Road. 
 
Design review suggests that there is 
sufficient room to avoid tree routes 

Ecology confident that trees can be 
retained, only issue is possible pinch 
point at access gate. 

Request raised by LV No objection Accept 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

92 

WPD Environmental request regarding the lane 
west of A485. 
Minor realignment to avoid large ash tree 
is possible 

Supported, loss of smaller tree is 
preferable to Ash. 

Request raised by LV No objection Accept 

93 
WPD  Environmental request re Pole 146. 

See CR 77 and 78 
No objection No objection No objection Accept can move 

20m north 

94 
WPD  Technical request relates to Poles 7 and 8.  

See CR81, existing asset issue 
Preference to keep away from wood Away from wood to protect trees Should be 

acceptable, 
straightens line out 

Accept 

95 

WPD  Environmental request relates to Poles 78-
79, see CR73. 
 
Poles can be moved to be further away 
from property 

No objection providing no effect 
upon existing trees 

Revision would follow lower lying 
ground 

No objection Accept, poles 79 
and 80 become 
78 and 79 and 
alignment runs 
closer to field 
boundaries away 
from property. 

96 

WPD Environmental request relates to the 
junction of the lane west of A485 and links 
with CR92. 
 
Use breach of the lane if possible to avoid 
RIG.  Running in the lane would require 
closure and disruption 

Undergrounding could run alongside 
lane 

No objection No objection Decline 

97 
NRW Realign poles in forest to follow other side 

of existing ride.  Change can be 
accommodated technically 

No objection No objection No objection Accept 

CHANGE REQUESTS RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO STATUTORY STAGE 3 CONSULTATION 

98 

Mr James Move pole 7 east close to access gate.  As 
per CR86.  Pole can be moved but would 
affect alignment north and south 

No objection Current alignment is lower lying than 
CR requirement and goes further 
away from farm.  Preference to 
keeping to lower level. 

Preference for Rev 
D alignment due to 
landscape 
(historic) effects 

Accept. Poles 
moved to the 
eastern edge of 
the field. 

99 

HV and E Jones Underground back from pole 86 to 85.  As 
per CR79.  Achievable to underground but 
issue of clash with existing assets 

Badger sett in hedge to south so 
would require licence if 86 moved 
too far south 

No issue with existing location but 
acceptable for it to be moved back 

No objection Accept to move 
back 
approximately 
25m towards the 
south albeit not 
as far as 
requested by CR 

100 

DJA Philips. see 
CR87 

Poles 94, 95, 96 .  Landowner mark up will 
still require a pole in a field it would kink 
line and add another angle.  Suggestion is 
to move 95 and 96 to edge of field with 92 
and 95 as twin poles to enable them to go 
to field boundaries. 94 to be lost 

No objection to either options Slight preference to stick with a single 
pole at 96, i.e. technical preferred 
option. No objection to twin poles 
given landscape quality and relative 
remoteness 

Historic building 
located in farm 
complex to west 

Accept, poles, 
now 94 and 95 
moved to 
alongside field 
boundaries. 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

101 

Messrs James Move cable close to field boundary, also 
pole 87.  Link with CR98 

Location of existing pole was 
carefully positioned to minimise 
tree/hedgerow loss 

Preference to keep in existing field Preference to keep 
in existing field - 
listed building to 
west 

Decline CR 

102 

Mr and Mrs 
Reader 

Poles 154 – 157 
Options suggested. Extra pole in 
neighbouring land to enable single pole to 
follow a tight line alongside hedgeline. 

Prefer option B or C to A which is in 
a more botanically sensitive area.  
Although current alignment is fine 

No landscape or visual issue with 
existing alignment 

No objection to 
either of the 
options 

Go with option 
that introduces 
twin pole to 
lengthen span 
and therefore 
enables poles 
alongside field 
boundaries 

103 
Bussell Move poles to field boundaries No objection providing hedge not 

affected 
No objection No objection Accept 

104 
Kilkelly.  As per 
CR49 and 50 

Poles 174 onwards realigned to follow field 
boundaries 

No objection No objection No objection  Accept 

105 
Fuller Pole 170 re water supply.  Possible to 

protect water supplies through use of 
concrete sleeve 

No objection No objection No objection Accept 

106 
Medland Pole 170/171. Possible to protect water 

supplies through use of concrete sleeve 
No objection No objection No objection Accept 

107 
S&J Jones Access to pole 169 using Llynwalter lane 

and concern over overhanging vegetation.  
Access to be retained 

No objection to cutting back of 
vegetation 

No objection to cutting back 
vegetation which is overgrown 

No objection N/A 

CHANGE REQUESTS RECEIVED FOLLOWING STATUTORY STAGE 3 CONSULTATION 

108 

WPD Technical request to amend terminal pole 
arrangement for EE connection with 
subsequent pole changes within Nant 
Morlais woodland. 
 
Need to have the terminal pole closer to 
EE route 

Keep single poles and locations Restrict working area No objection Include terminal 
pole closer to EE 
and move pole 3 
out of woodland 

109 

WPD  Technical request to change Pole 72 from 
single to twin. 
Twin required to enable greater span over 
A48 following receipt of topographic survey 

No objection No objection No objection Accept, pole 72 
now pole 70. 

CHANGE REQUESTS RECEIVED IN RESPONSE TO STATUTORY STAGE 3 CONSULTATION 

110 

NRW 
 

Request to move/ensure Pole 99 is 
sufficiently distant from Nant Felys. 
 
Pole can be moved 

Support move away from 
watercourse 

No objection No objection Accept move pole 
99 south away 
from water 
course 

CHANGE REQUESTS RECEIVED FOLLOWING STATUTORY STAGE 3 CONSULTATION 



 
 
 
 
 

Change 
Request 
No. 

PIL/NRW/WPD Technical Ecology Landscape and visual (L&V) Heritage Conclusion 

111 

Rentmore  Request relates to water supplies around 
poles 170-171.   
As per CR106 and 105Possible to protect 
water supplies through use of concrete 
sleeve 

No objection No objection No objection Accept 

 


